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INTRODUCTION
BITVALLEY’S FIRST PRODUCT

WHAT IS BITVALLEY ?

BitDash

The Bitvalley idea is to be the biggest ecosystem in Crypto. What does that mean? It means
that we will develop a lot of products but all the
products will use the same token which is BitV.
By investing in Bitvalley you invest in all of these
projects. How will we start to build this ecosystem? Well, we already have. Long story short,
BitDash is our dashboard, BitValley app will be
our Crypto Platform.

Every Product that we have will have their own
Website, Roadmap and Whitepaper, so investors can track the progress of each product.
We value our investors a lot, that’s why we
decided to include all the products in a single
project.
We have our first product already developed
which is BitDash, also our second platform
BitValley app is already in progress and it will
have multiple products inside.

HOW WILL IT BENEFIT OUR TOKEN ?

OUR PRODUCTS

As mentioned, before we will have multiple
utilities for 1 token. We will benefit our token in
multiple ways

Bitdash

1. From every withdrawal on our platform we
will get 12% tax and that tax will be divided like
this, 6% Team and platform cost, 4% Royalties,
2% Buyback and Burn BitV tokens.

(Already developed)

NFT Marketplace
(Already developed)

BitValley app
(Development in Progress)

2. From every service that our team will do
(Vetting, Development, Marketing across our
platforms )30% will be used to buyback and
burn BitV tokens.
3. Implementing BitV as native token across all
our platforms
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BITVALLEY
MOBILE APP
the BitValley app will be our All-in-One Crypto Related Mobile App which will also have its
Web based Platform. BitValley will have multiple products inside one Mobile App.
BitValley the app for begginers
It is a real struggle for real when you first start
with crypto. All you know is Coin Market Cap,
you look for a project with a lot of zeros and
hope it will reach Bitcoin price, and you become
a trillionaire. Well, it doesn’t work like that. But
most of the time, new investors, start with small
amount of money, if they want to become very
rich from that small investment, they need to
find high risk high rewards projects, but if they
are educated correctly those projects are not
that risky anymore, profitable yes. That’s why
BitValley app will be the best app for beginners,
it will have courses for them, so they know how
to invest, how to spot a scam etc. Content
creators will create content for crypto beginners, but also for old investors (there is always
something new to learn in crypto).

So, what will BitValley app do is,
make it easier for investors to find project,
but also educate them how to scan them,
so they don’t get rugged or scammed, or
at least reduce the probability of you
getting scammed.
We want to be that app, so when someone
asks you “Hey i want to invest in crypto,
but i don’t know how to start”, you will say
“Just download BitValley app, you can
learn in there everything and also find
projects to invest.
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Something that we mentioned
before, new investors know only about
Coin Market Cap, and they don’t really know
that most of those projects have started
months ago before getting listed in there. Old
investors have found their sources of how to
find new projects during a long period of being
in crypto, new investors struggle with that. You
don’t just open Telegram, type a random word
and expect to find a Telegram group where
new projects are shilled. Lately also old investors struggle to find newly launched projects.
BitValley app will fix this in the best way
possible. When we reach a certain number of
downloads, a lot of project owners would like
to promote their projects on our App. There
will be Ads, there will be list of upcoming
projects, there will be Amas hosted in our App,
there will be an Open chat and many many
more ways of finding new projects.

BITDASH
Bitvalley Dashboard is an all in one dashboard for our holders
All you need to do is connect your preferred wallet and voila everything pops
up and at your disposal
One of major features is tracking your bitvalley tokens , rewards , upcoming
rewards and allows you to claim your pending rewards with a click of a
button or you can leave them to be distributed automatically once the
threshold is reached, however you like you have the option
But thats not all we offer you directly on our dashboard to stake your tokens
and earn up to 100% more BUSD rewards. All you have to do is stake your
tokens on BitDash for a month and enjoy the rewards

Bitvalley dashboard allows you to track
everything about bitvalley including
-Statistics

-Progress bar for every new task
-Status

-Upcoming plans
-New proposals
and much more
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Success seems
to be connected
with effort.

BITVALLEY APP FEATURES
1. Tutorials and Courses
2. News

3. Listings

4. Crypto Listings
5. Services

6. Verified Upcoming Launches
7. Trending Projects

8. Secure Fund Storage and Swap
9. AMA’s

10. Giveaways

11. Categorized Open Chat
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Bitvalley – NFTs

Introduction
Bitvalley is an Ecosystem of products, as
we have promised, and with the skills
that we have we will always develop
new things and we can always follow up
the trend. We decided to develop our
own Marketplace for our community
and our own NFTs. All of the BitValley
NFTs will be minted and sold on our own
BitValley marketplace.
The BitValley NFT Marketplace will be
simple and easy to use, it will be the best
place to mint our own Amazing NFTs
our Marketplace will not be just for us,
individuals or projects can mint their
NFTs there as well, the price to mint is
the most affordable price on the Market.
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The BitValley NFTs will be
devided into categories
In total there will be 4 categories of our
own native BitValley NFTs. Each of those
categories will be unique both in design
and look also on their benefits that
come along with owning any of them.
Yes our native NFTs will all have benefits, that’s why we decided to divide
them into categories, which means each
category will have it’s own benefits.
And the best part we have found a way
to link each NFT category to benefit
eachother.

OUR TEAM
OUR TEAM

So lets talk about our team
Our core team is consisted by 7
people, we are well coorporated
team that have worked together for
many years, these are our positions
on the team.

Team Positions:
1 solidity developer
2 designers
2 Python, angular, nodejs, rubi
developers
1data management
1 marketing leader
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We are based on Europe.
We are very familiar with crypto
space , we have 4 years of experience on blokchains.
We know what it takes to make a
crypto project successful, so bear
with us and enjoy how a real project
feels like.

ROADMAP

2021
Starting to develop our first
Product
Starting to develop the
Smart Contract
Brainstorming for future
updates
Testing our Smart Contract

Q2

Birth of BitValley idea
Gathering a Team
Brainstorming
Forming the whole concept

Q4

Writing the whitepaper, designing the website
Starting to get the word out
First Community AMA
Private Sale
Audit of the smart contract
Giving Voting power to our Private Sale Investors
Deciding about the future of Bitvalley with the PrivateSale
investors
Expand the team
Start developing Multiple products simultaneously

Q3

2022
Q1

Q3

Heavy marketing before Presale
Releasing our 1st Product
Presale
Launch
CMC / CG Listing
Waiting for the right moment to release
our Second Product in our Ecosystem

Q2

Continue adding products to our
Ecosystem
Creating partnerships
Implementing Fiat payments on our
platform
Make our Products Multichain
Our Ecosystem reaches its full Potential

Market our second product
Launch our BitValley official Android and IOS app
Expand our team
Reaching a Solid number of downloads
Implementing our native token BV as a payment method on our
platform
Waiting for the right moment to release our Third and Fourth
Product in our Ecosystem
Market our Ecosystem
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TOKEN METRICS
TOTAL SUPPLY: 10.000.000.000 BitV

ALLOCATION
Private Sale / 24% - 2.400.000.000BitV
Presale / 44% - 4.400.000.000BitV
Liquidity / 23.52% - 2.352.000.000BitV
Pinksale Fee / 0.88% - 88.000.000BitV
Team&Marketing / 7.6% -760.000.000BitV
(ALL TOKENS WILL BE VESTED)

RATES
Private Sale / 1BNB = 12.000.000
(2BNB = 24.000.000 BitV)
Presale / 1BNB = 11.000.000 BitV
Listing / 1BNB = 10.000.000 BitV
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OUR MISSION
STAY DETERMINED

We think big, take smart risks,
and do things that have never been
done before. We are not afraid to
make tough choices that align with
our long-term objectives .
We know that it always seems

OWNERSHIP AND BE DECISIVE
We are all empowered to take initiative,
make the right decisions, and act as
owners. We are committed to protecting our company culture and seek to
bring in the best people we’ve ever
worked with.We aim to surprise and
inspire with the quality and speed of
our decision-making.
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We never give up, carry each other through
hard times, and recognise grit in our
colleagues.
We understand that building a world-changing company is a monumental task, but we
love every minute of it .
We will celebrate milestones together,
recharge, and get back to work.
Our mission is clear , number one company in
the crypto space .
We don’t seek the limelight and focus on
doing what is best for the company and the
users .We leave our egos at the door and
learn from our mistakes, knowing that we are
always stronger as a team. We think twice
before spending, but we are aggressive when
it comes to investing in what matters.
As you can see our mission is clear , transparency , honesty , hardwork and success .

CONCLUSION

DETERMINED TO SUCCED
As you can see we are determined to succeed , there is only one
path on our sight and thats success .
We are highly motivated , we have the neccesary experience ,
we have an amazing and skillfull team .
We will never stop working , this is our lifetime project .
We are glad to have you onboard with us and lets grind together our path to success .

Much love and respect from BitValley Team
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